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KWAVEGO is a platform where on and offline providers
who want to supply Korea Cultural contents to the world are gathered.
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KWAVEGO Service introduction 1.0

  The most powerful and effective marketing proposal of the  
  K-Contents binary promotion with tremendous proliferation 
  power to secure 1 billion Korean Wave fans. 



KWAVE GO started as an alternative to SMS and supports 

sending and receiving various media such as text, photo, 

video, game, movie, TV show, K-pop, food, K-Toon, fashion, 

document, location, voice call, etc. You share your most im-

portant moments with KWAVE GO, and that’s why we built 

end-to-end encryption into our app.

It is the only K-Culture platform created based on blockchain 

and AI capabilities.

KWAVE GO began with our desire to enable users to com-

municate anywhere in the world without barriers. With the 

KWAVE GO platform made in the United States, KWAVE GO 

is a company loved by the digital entertainment market that 

promotes K culture to the world and allows anyone to ap-

proach and enjoy it. We share a portion of the revenue with 

you at KWAVE GO.

Mission



25%

40%
15%

30%

Online Shopping (25%) 

Selling Content (40%) 

Advertisement (30%) 

Fund Management (15%) 

KWAVE GO shopping mall and 
affiliate shopping mall.

In-platform content usage fees, 
such as game film entertainment 
and revenue in the content indus-
try, such as concerts and recordings

Advertisement such as Search ad, 
rewarded ads inside of the app

Financial transactions 
AI arbitrage

One of the features worth noting is that it is a next-generation content platform that combines AI block-

chain, the core of the 4th industrial revolution, to the global digital content market that is growing at 

200 trillion won worldwide and 20% or more every year.

The KWAVE GO platform is a global entertainment plat-
form that has a variety of proven revenue models such 
as content sales, shopping, and financial transactions.

KWAVEGO means a platform where online and 

offline providers who want to supply Korean 

cultural contents to the world are gathered.kwave go?
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KWAVE GO is a coin brokerage platform that provides a new shop-
ping experience that allows anyone to easily enjoy the entertainment 
service in the application with the coin of KWAVE GO, and simultane-
ously finance through the coin in the coin wallet.

Making a better world with people and contents.

Coin Wallet
SystemService Store Users

Service experienceEnter

Payment
Finacial Management

Revenue



Price-oriented product

Absence of various consumers

Limited product differentiation

Decentralized community

Difficulty making repeat customers

Customers who are not differentiated

Focus on retailer and user relationships

Direct connection with specialized consumers

Realization of Fintech through virtual currency

Various currencies can be used

Structure that is faithful to long-term relationships

Activating regular customers

Decentralized community
Distributed Digital Content

Connecting consumers and sellers 
through a new digital paradigm.

Current KWAVE GO

Adding AI to life, creating cooler content, and a more special life, 
that is why KWAVE GO is launched.

what makes KWAVE GO different?



KWAVE GO’s AI technology and service operation 
know-how have been further evolved into innovative 
business services. Based on our rich experience and 
expertise, we provide AI technologies and platforms 
that companies need in various industries such as 
healthcare, finance, distribution, and construction. 
As an IT platform provider, KWAVE GO is leading 
technology development and continually striving to 
create an AI business ecosystem.

We hope you experience a new tomorrow through 
changes in your daily life with KWAVE GO.

Certain blockchain technology is not influenced by 
groups or central forces, all transactions and events are 
transparently disclosed, and there is no risk of forgery 
or alteration. 

KWAVE GO has developed a digital content 
distribution platform through the blockchain, paying 
attention to the possibilities shown by the blockchain 
technology.

Why AI ? Why blockchain?

We create a more convenient and enjoyable world by adding AI technology to business 
and daily life.

AI and block chain



According to data from the Korea Foundation, the number of Korean Wave 
club enrollees following the Korea Wave around the world in 2020 exceeded 
100 million. Furthermore, it was explained that it is showing qualitative 
growth through the process of steady consolidation and merging. Most of 
these clubs are created around k-pop, but more and more people are inter-
ested in Korean culture such as dramas, movies, games, and fashion as well 
as music. Although they are not members of these clubs, the number of fol-
lowers who enjoy and curious about Korean dramas, movies, music, games, 
and fashion is expected to exceed several times.

Problems Solutions

Why K - Wave ?

100 Million Club members

Unique culture

spread out all over the world

1.  Difficulty getting the latest updates on    
 celegrities or purchasing merchandise unless  
 you are an official club member.
2. Difficulty experiencing multiple cultural 
 elements in just one club.
3.  No place to systematically introduce K-culture.
4.  A limited number of retailers offering specific  
 merchandise consumers looking for.

1.  A platform that can easily purchase any mer  
 chandise at any time, any where, with a few   
 taps on your device.
2.  Users can touch not only music but also 
 various categories of K-cultures.
3.  Users can truly experience Korean culture in  
 one place.
4.  Standard form of currency through the use 
 of coins.
5.  Form and share a harmonious cultural 
 community. (Donation, assistance, etc.)



1. K-wave fans can immediately with-
draw coins from electronic wallets in cash 
through QR code cards issued for all con-
tent and shopping, and use them online 
or offline.

2. The problem with cryptocurrency is 
that it is difficult to monetize. KWAVE 
GO has developed a solution that can be 
easily cashed out at various ATMs in Cali-
fornia, so you can easily cash out coins 
into ATMs depending on your location. In 
addition, it is possible to cash out when-
ever an encrypted PIN number is inserted 
by linking the blockchain QR card with the 
mobile phone.

LAUNCHED INDOOR AND  
OUTDOOR MODELS

KWAVE GO Coin Pay APP. CARD, 
POS. E-commerce

KWAVE GO Coin ATM
Securely issue tokens on the token platform. Token 
solutions issue assets as collateral as guaranteed 
by financial sectors such as banks and securities 
companies. The issued coins are guaranteed as assets, 
so coin holders can safely trade within the payment 
guarantee.



KWAVE GO 
STRUCTURE

DIGITAL 
CONTENTS

K - MALL K - NFT

K - POP K - BEAUTY

K - MOVIE K - CHARACTER

K - GAME K - FASHION

K - FOOD

K - WEBTOON

K - TRAVEL

K - LEARNING



Financial life based on SECURED accounts WITH USER AUTHENTICATION

A life finance platform that anyone can 
easily finance using coins

The problem with cryptocurrency 
is that it is difficult to monetize. 
KWAVE GO has developed a solu-
tion that can be easily cashed out 
at various ATMs in California, so 
you can easily cash out coins into 
ATMs depending on your location. 
In addition, it is possible to cash 
out whenever an encrypted PIN 
number is inserted by linking the 
blockchain QR card with the mobile 
phone.

 PAYMENT 
 OPTION

PREPAID DIGITAL ACCOUNT AUTHENTICATED 
DIGITAL ACCOUNT

If you don’t like floating currency If you used coins for investment opportunities

• No interest

• Limited re-loading

• Limited deposits

• Limited transactions

• Floating currency

• ㅠBasic interest and revenue from      
    advertisements

• Direct access to digital account

• Profitable model through friend  
  referral



KWAVE GO is a user-friendly 
coin-based platform

KWAVE GO is a one-stop system 
from the beginning of K-WAVE to 
experiencing, learning, and meet-
ing in person. Anyone can meet and 
experience Korea  culture through 
KWAVE GO, which is composed of an 
easy and intuitive menu. Make new 
experiences and make numerous 
foreign friends through a unified 
currency with the use of simple 
coins.

 EASY
 TO USE !

Welcome to KWAVE GO !

Set up references for your coin use. 
Link to your bank account. 

Set up your feed with your favorite celebrities 
for easy access.

Explore your favorite k- culture categories and 
enjoy your time. KWAVE GO os a user-friendly 
coin-based platform.

Register

Create account

Set up favorite celebrities

Enjoy 12 kinds of categories
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2
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PC

tablet
laptop

smart phone

KWAVE GO users can use a variety 
of services regardless of time and 
place by using multiple devices.

 WE SUPPORT
 ALL POSSIBLE
 DEVICES



Digital Contents
K-Mall, K-Game, K-Toon, K-Movie,  

K-NFT, K-Food, K-Beauty, K-POP,  

K-Character, K-Fashion, K-Travel,  

K- Learning

KWAVEGO is located in Buena Park, which has an optimal environment and a large floating 
population, and has not only solid offline content but also extensive online content.







thank you


